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Welcome and opening exercise
Meeting facilitator Seth Baker opened the meeting, welcomed attendees and reviewed the agenda. The
meeting purpose was for the Port of Portland (Port) to share information about noise and air quality
around Hillsboro Airport (HIO), report out on Port work to manage noise and air quality, and introduce a
new noise and air quality modeling tool used for the current master plan update. Meeting participants
were encouraged to post their questions about noise and air quality to a sticky wall before the
presentation. The questions were read aloud by the facilitator and answered during the presentation.
The Port would like to know how to best communicate with the community about noise and air quality
and welcomed feedback through available comment forms.
The facilitator modified the meeting agenda to accommodate requests from some attendees who
wished to give verbal comments. Meeting participants asked questions during the presentation, which
are noted in the body of this summary.
Overview
Port of Portland General Aviation Manager Steve Nagy thanked meeting participants for attending. The
HIO master plan update is underway. Work completed to date finds HIO will continue its role as a
general aviation airport over the next 10 to 20 years. The Port considered planning commercial service
in the future, but demand does not yet warrant it. The master plan update is moving into the analysis
phase and considering alternatives to meet future needs.
Mr. Nagy said the Port would like to work with the community on topics of air quality, noise
management, and how future changes will affect these topics over time.
Noise
Chris Blair, Port of Portland, presented how noise is measured, modeled and managed at HIO. He
provided examples of what noise sounds like at different decibel levels, and the level of difference that
is noticeable to most people. Key points included:
• Doubling or halving the distance from the noise source changes the decibel level by six.
• In an urban environment, reducing noise by increasing the distance of a noise source like an
aircraft from one location often increases noise at other locations.
• Flight plans are routed to areas with lower population densities to decrease perceived noise.
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Regarding noise and its measurement, Mr. Blair noted:
• Decibels follow a logarithmic scale.
• For each noise event maximum noise level, average sound and compressed energy are
considered.
• Environmental factors are considered including the number and type of aircraft, weather and
time of day. The FAA uses day and night noise levels to determine if noise is compatible with
different land uses.
• To account for annoyance, the model multiplies noise exposure by ten for nighttime noise
events, which is reflected in the noise contours.
• By federal guideline, some levels of noise are not compatible with certain land uses.
• Factors that influence annoyance are acoustic and psychological.
Mr. Blair showed an example of a flight pattern a training pilot might use, as well as the locations of
noise monitors, to describe how they measure noise at different points in a flight. The timestamps and
locations correlate individual aircraft with the noise measured by the monitor. For short flights, a flight
plan is not required and it is not always possible to identify the aircraft measured.
Mr. Blair described the regulations for airport noise:
• Aircraft must be certified for noise. Federal regulations have gradually phased out some older
aircraft types that created more noise.
• Minimum altitudes are set under Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) part 91. However, the pilot
has final authority over operation of the aircraft. Minimum altitude is 1,000 feet for congested
areas except for during takeoff and landing.
• Helicopters have different minimum altitudes.
• The Port conducted a noise compatibility study in 2005. There is information available on what
has been done with the 32 recommendations that came out of the study.
• Regulations about noise for airports are under FAR part 150, Noise Compatibility Planning.
o The airport runs a noise model to identify any incompatible land uses by modeling noise
contours. If land uses are not compatible, a noise compatibility plan is needed.
o No non-compatible land uses exist for HIO.
• Access restrictions on airport operators are through FAR part 161, but airports across the
country have failed to meet the requirements needed to put restrictions in place.
Comment: Saying three large aircraft are similar to many quieter aircraft sugarcoats how loud aircraft
are.
Question: How long does it take an aircraft to get to 1,000 feet in altitude?
Port response: There are many different factors that determine this.
Comment: There are examples of airports in New York City and Santa Monica that were successful at
putting restrictions in place.
Comment: Please supplement the meeting information posted online with the dates of the restriction
decisions.
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Santa Monica information:
https://www.faa.gov/news/press_releases/news_story.cfm?newsId=21394
Part 161 efforts and decision dates:
https://www.faa.gov/airports/environmental/airport_noise/part_161/
Question: Please explain more about noise tracking.
Port response: Flight tracking information is from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). A
tracking unit at PDX is obstructed by the West Hills when aircraft are under 1,500 feet. The
Port’s multilateration system tracks aircraft where other methods were not feasible.
Question: Where on the map does it show flight paths are aircraft over 1,000 feet?
Port response: This can be discussed in person after the meeting.
Comment: Typically, a pilot will take the aircraft to 1,000 feet before turning.
Question: How do you measure noise at the Airport?
Port response: Devices are in place that constantly measure noise. The noise monitoring system
has parameters for events over a minimum level.
Question: How is monitoring different between PDX and HIO?
Port response: The same approach is used for both airports.
Comment: The map doesn’t consider if the plane is taking off or landing.
Comment: The model is biased.
Comment: The Port should reconvene a committee of community members. People know where the
noise is. This information should be available for each noise event.
Written question: What are the limits to the ability to manage noise?
Port response: FAA regulations apply, and because of the lack of noncompatible land uses, there
is less support from the FAA.
Written question: Can you reward quiet flights or create disincentives for noisy flights?
Port response: No, this is not allowed. Also, different airports have tried restrictions. There is an
equal access clause. A noise fee would put an undue burden on some airport users and the FAA
would sue the airport. The Santa Monica example is unique in that the airport is not
encumbered by grant assurances.
Written question: Is the Port tracking progress on electric general aviation?
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Port response: Yes, the Port is watching trends including unmanned aircraft. The Port does not
build or operate the aircraft, but the Port supports research in those areas and partners with
airlines on alternative fuels.
Question: If I see a truck belching smoke, I get the license plate and take action. In this case, there’s no
recourse for a specific incident. Who do I call about a loud flight?
Port response: Chris Blair is the Port’s contact regarding noise at the airport. There is also a noise
page on the HIO website with a noise tracking function. Sometimes the tail number of the
aircraft can be identified. Information is only available for flights where a flight plan is
submitted. Flight tracking information is not live.
Public Comment
Miki Barnes
We need to look at the actual noise contours. We suspect that the noise levels are much higher than
shown on the chart. We need a citizen committee. We need more microphones. The planes circle
endlessly and the noise contours are most likely higher. You mentioned the court case at the last
meeting. The citizen petition was denied. I can share a copy of the petition. The court ruling was unfair
and there was no solid information telling us how many operations each tenant logs.
We have the Hillsboro Aero Academy recruiting people from all over the world. I wonder why people are
coming here to train. Why don’t they train in their own country? We are behind in terms of sustainable
transportation like high speed rail. We made a good argument and the court ignored it. It’s morally and
ethically wrong. Washington County is not low population.
Commenter
I provided the Port with an article on a tether training device for helicopter students to use for some of
their flight hours. I haven’t heard a response. Also, I compliment the new runway as the flight patterns
have improved noise for me. I don’t know if the Port is working with the flight school so the flight
patterns avoid some of the residential areas.
Port response: We shared the article with the flight school. Flight training also occurs through
simulators.
Commenter
I’ve been a neighbor and partner of the airport for 27 years. The airport has been here 80 years. The
helicopter flight school has caused a problem, and most of us agree. The way that the landing area is set
up means there is little impact when light aircraft come in. Now, the partnership has deteriorated. The
flight school makes money off our discomfort. They could use Twin Oaks Airport instead. The whole
neighborhood has deteriorated. The airport adheres to the letter of the law. There’s nothing anyone can
do about it because all the data is compiled to their advantage. The Port is here to enlighten the public
that they’re operating under FAA guidelines and will continue to do so. There’s not much we can do
about it.
Port response: If there’s a polluting truck, local regulations for noise and pollutants apply, but
there is federal preemption over local regulation for aviation because it crosses state
boundaries. The Port does a lot in the context of providing the most accurate information. The
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flight school also operates at other airports. Only four of the flight school aircraft stay at HIO;
most stay elsewhere already. The flight school may use the airport just like anyone else.
Air Quality
Dave Breen, Port of Portland, presented on air quality. Airport operations that affect air quality is an
important topic to the community and the Port of Portland. The Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality implements both federal and state air quality regulations. The Portland region is in compliance
with federal air quality standards that are established for criterial pollutants. Air quality is also regulated
by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) for air toxics. In general, the air quality in the
region is good, but there are challenges: air toxics and greenhouse gases. With the exception of lead, the
Hillsboro airport’s contribution to the airshed is relatively small. The three types of pollutants are
criteria pollutants, air toxics, and greenhouse gases.
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

There are standards for criteria pollutants in outdoor air.
There are no ambient air quality standards for air toxics. Instead, control technologies limit their
emission. Oregon DEQ is developing new rules for air toxics which only apply to stationary
sources, not mobile sources.
Greenhouse gases have indirect and global health effects and are regulated through limits and
emission standards. Oregon has established greenhouse gas reduction goals and has
implemented programs to help attain those goals.
Air pollutants cross political and jurisdictional boundaries.
o The Portland/Vancouver airshed occurs within portions of Washington, Multnomah,
Clackamas and Clark counties.
o Port-owned and controlled sources of pollutants make up a very small contribution to
total air pollutants for the County, except for lead.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) rules reduced lead by 99 percent in ambient air by
eliminating it from automotive fuel. The small amount of remaining lead emissions are largely
from piston aviation fuel.
EPA’s National Air Toxics Assessment used dispersion modeling for some pollutants.
o Looking at census tracts, lead concentration is about 0.02 µg/m3, which is an order of
magnitude below the standard.
o The DEQ monitor is located about 0.25 mile from the airport. Lead levels detected by
the monitor are similar to other monitors around the state.
o Around the airport, formaldehyde is the main driver for air toxics risk. There are many
sources of formaldehyde apart from aircraft.
o According to the EPA, the airport accounts for 2 percent of toxics risk.
Greenhouse gas emissions from the airport are about 1 percent of mobile source emissions for
Washington County. The largest source of those emissions come from aircraft.
To reduce emissions, lead needs to be eliminated from aviation fuel.
o The challenge is that piston aircraft were designed for leaded fuel and need it to operate
safely.
o The FAA is working on a replacement fuel and the Port is studying conventional
unleaded gas (mogas), which is safe for some aircraft to use.
o Between 8 and 29 percent of aircraft at HIO could use unleaded gasoline.
o The Port provided an incentive to use unleaded gasoline by reconfiguring storage tanks,
but there were concerns about compatibility; it is not provided at HIO at this time.
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•
•

Diesel particulate matter is another problem in the region, but there are not many sources at
HIO. Diesel equipment from construction is a concern in the region. The Port is working with
regional governments on standard diesel public contracting language.
Port-wide standards for reduced diesel particulate matter and greenhouses gas emissions were
met and exceeded.

Question: Where does the air quality data come from?
Port response: The information comes from sophisticated monitoring stations. Concentrations of
air pollutants are reviewed.
Question: The highest concentration of pollutants is where planes take off. Is monitoring conducted in
close proximity to takeoff areas? [This question was discussed through the presentation]
Question: What percentage of the lead is from use of leaded fuel? [This question was discussed through
the presentation]
Question: If Troutdale and Aurora airport were included in the modeling, would the data show more
lead?
Port response: Washington County lead emissions are 0.67 tons, of which 0.55 tons are from the
Hillsboro airport. In using the monitoring data, the Port considers that there are other airports in
the region.
Question: The equal access concept should also apply to people wanting access to sleep. Can you post
online the link to research this further?
Port response: Yes, the links are on the handout provided and will be posted. (“Air Quality – Key
Terms and Web Links” https://popcdn.azureedge.net/pdfs/HIO_MP_AQ101_Handout.pdf)

Question: Are the air quality numbers based on actual monitoring, or fuel sales?
Port response: Numbers are from a combination of monitoring and activity levels. We know the
content of lead in the fuel and can calculate numbers from that. The Port also has monitoring
data to back it up.
Question: What is the base year for the 2014 lead emissions numbers?
Port response: The data are from 2014.
Question: The Port’s figures in the environmental assessment were higher. There is a discrepancy.
Port response: We did an emissions inventory in 2015 which closely matched the EPA numbers.
Question: When an aircraft is departing, at what distance does the model say its emissions are not
attributable to the airport?
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Port response: FAA guidance uses an altitude of 3,000 feet because that is the height of the
mixing layer in the atmosphere.
Question: At what point geographically would the model attribute emissions to Aurora Airport rather
than HIO?
Port response: For our emissions inventories, 3,000 feet altitude is used. The EPA models it
based on census tract.
Comment: The EPA guidelines say to put the monitor downwind. The monitor is southwest of the airport
and the data are not valid.
Port response: The point that another location would have a different monitoring value is
understood.
Comment: It’s not reasonable to compare emissions from construction equipment that operates on a
short-term basis to the airport, which has been here for 100 years.
Question: What is the key takeaway from this presentation? Is it to acknowledge that reducing
emissions is something the Port is trying to do?
Port response: The Port is using tools to focus on areas that can make the biggest impact. The
airport doesn’t make a large contribution to air pollutants. Lead is a concern, but relatively
small. Still, we want to assist in eliminating pollutants from aircraft.
Comment: HIO’s footprint and contribution to pollution are large compared to the rest of the businesses
in Washington County.
Port response: Vehicle emissions far exceed those from aviation.
Question: I’m confused about where the EPA got the data for the 2014 emission inventory. The
environmental assessment for the third runway used a monitoring site that was 15 miles away. Don’t
you need a site close to the airport to differentiate HIO from PDX?
Port response: They used location and activity levels, based on the number of flights and aircraft.
Comment: You need monitors close to the airport. I wonder about the data.
Port response: The Port does not provide the data used by the EPA. The Port has a separate
dataset that matches EPA data.
Question: What’s the trigger for those living close to an emission source to alert authorities that a
population is at risk?
Port response: For criteria pollutants, the permit is based on the level of emissions. Part of the
process is monitoring and meteorological studies.
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Question: When will unleaded gas be available at HIO and can I, as a pilot, store my own fuel at the
airport?
Port response: No, pilots can’t have their own fuel storage tank at the airport. The Port has
reached out to Swift for unleaded fuel. They don’t distribute on the west coast yet, but are
working on it. The Port would be happy to accommodate it.
Comment: I attended a presentation from the maker of mogas. Its use is without warranty, which has
been a barrier.
Written question: Has the current White House administration affected the schedule of implementing
unleaded aviation fuel?
Port response: We will see if the timing of the endangerment study is further affected. It has
been delayed already.
Written question: Has the Port analyzed relocating some operations to another airport in Oregon?
Port response: There’s a lot of flight training going on in other places around the state already.
Written question: How might cap and invest, or cap and trade, policy affect HIO operations?
Port response: The Port has been following cap and invest. In California the revenue produced
has gone to development of alternative fuels. The Port would like to see revenue used for
emissions reduction and synergies to help address other pollutants.
Comment: I’m not for closing the airport. HIO has changed from a partnership to a business when they
started operating the flight school.
Tools to measure noise and air quality – Aviation Environment Design Tool
Kory Lewis, Coffman Associates, presented on tools to measure noise and air quality. In the past, two
distinct systems were used to model noise and air quality separately. In 2008, the FAA started modeling
noise and air quality together in the tool that became the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The AEDT outputs for the master plan do not justify mitigation, but could be used for a National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis if the master plan identifies an improvement at the
airport. It can also be used for land use compatibility efforts.
Night operations account for 6 percent of all operations.
Flight tracks are used in the model.
The model also looks at helicopter use and runway use by different aircraft and at different
runways.
The model uses a calculation grid for the area around the airport to map noise contours. The
model output is Day-Night Sound Level (DNL) contours. Much of the area within the 65-level
DNL contour is on airport property. The 55 DNL contour is also used as a compatibility threshold.
Pollutant emissions are also considered and included in the model output.
The environmental assessment prepared for the parallel runway used supplemental noise
metrics that are different than DNL. Both use the calculation grid.
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Question: How does the model account for different things?
Port response: The modeling is geographically-based using flight tracks.
Question: Do you associate operations with noise and emissions?
Port response: For modeling existing condition operations, AEDT uses various airframe and
engine combinations.
Question: Local flights are often for flight training, and some are from other airports. Where are those
listed? How many of the jet flights are for training?
Port response: Operations for training at another airport are considered itinerant in the model.
Question: Does this modeling catch outliers like the really loud events?
Port response: Yes, it does.
Comment: You’re not monitoring noise.
Port response: The approach is to model noise.
Written question: Helicopter noise is unique. How is that addressed?
Port response: Helicopter noise is modeled differently. The noise model looks at loudness, not
the nature of the sound. It doesn’t address “blade slap.”
Adjourn
Written questions from the sticky wall
(Questions not covered in the presentations were combined and asked/answered during the session.)
1) The AEDT has three major pieces: noise, air quality and social equity (Justice). Please discuss the
latter.
2) Are we watching electric GA A/C??
•

No noise

•

No pollution

3) A significant part of aviation operations at HIO is the training, fixed wing and helicopter. This is
also a major contribution to community impact. This activity could be shifted to another Oregon
location along with the claimed economic benefits. Please evaluate this option!
4) How would cap and invest effect this community/airport operations?
5) Status of no-lead AV gas?
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6) What is the current status of the replacement fuel for leaded aviation fuel? What is the
probability that the Trump administration will stop this work?
7) What is the FAA doing in the short term to reduce lead emissions at the airport?
8) What is FAA doing to eliminate leaded aviation fuels?
9) Please explain the basis, in detail, for the Port’s long and often repeated helplessness regarding
noise management?
10) Helicopter noise has specific and unique characteristics, blade slap and low frequency
components and blade beats. How are those addressed in the noise model?
11) Can you instrument for noise and then add noise fee to landing fees on a flight by flight basis to
encourage/reward quieter flights?
12) How do you measure noise at the airport?
13) Any plans for tethered helicopter trainer?
14) When will the Port measure noise levels so as to verify the AEDT noise model works?
15) How many years do we need to put up with the noise of the helicopters?
16) What is the minimum downwind pattern altitude over Hillsboro, particularly to the west?
17) The previous FBO at PDX would let eight planes park at the “General aviation ramp” and walk to
the terminal to sleep, feed, etc. The present wants to charge a huge ramp fee. Can you find a
spot where we can park for short periods?

Written comments
Contact:
David Chambers

Port response: Noise reduction from aircraft activity at Port of Portland airports is certainly a goal of the
Port, reflected in the Noise Management Team’s mission statement:
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“To minimize, to the extent possible, noise impacts from aircraft utilizing Port of Portland airports. To
respond to community concerns, and encourage collaboration among internal and external stakeholders
including residents, aircraft operators, and federal, state, and local governments.”
We work within the FAA’s legal framework through the collaborative, voluntary implementation of the
Hillsboro Fly Friendly Program to reduce noise; further reductions could come from increased
participation with program elements and technological improvements in aircraft themselves.

Contact:

Blaine Ackley
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Port response (Noise): Winds from the NW are common in the Hillsboro area which means aircraft
depart to the north to operate into the wind, and as they make their return to the runway, pilots will
operate in the vicinity of your residence. The majority of the operations remain to the north and west of
your area, however, pilots will sometimes extend south to comply with air traffic control instructions or
to give themselves the highest level of comfort with their final approach.
In looking over notes from your historical communications with the noise management team, we have
returned contact when specifically requested. The web form you have been using to communicate in
recent months doesn’t give an indication if users desire return contact from the noise office. If you
would like to continue to use the same form and want return contact, just mention that and we will
happily do so.
Port response (Air Quality): The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality, and the Washington County Public Health promulgate standards and assess
health risks from air pollutants and other environmental exposures as part of their mandate to protect
public health and welfare.
Lead is one of six criteria pollutants for which the EPA sets enforceable standards to limit the
concentration in ambient air. These standards are designed to be protective of human health and the
environment. EPA’s current National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for lead is 0.15 micrograms
per cubic meter (ug/m3). As part of the Portland Air Toxics Solutions (PATS) program, Oregon
Department of Environmental Quality established acceptable concentration values for 52 pollutants
present in the air. The ambient benchmark concentrations (ABCs) were set at levels that provide public
health protection. For lead, DEQ adopted 0.15 ug/m3, the same as the NAAQS.
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DEQ is responsible for monitoring air quality and developing programs to bring areas that don’t meet
the NAAQS back into attainment. Regional air quality monitoring by DEQ shows that lead concentrations
in the Portland region have been trending down for some time and are currently far below the NAAQS
and ABC. The most recent monitoring data published by DEQ for Hillsboro Hare Field, located ¼ mile
from HIO, shows the 2014 annual average lead concentration was 0.0021 ug/m3, 70 times below the
NAAQS and ABC.
Washington County Public Health looked at modeled lead concentrations around HIO from three air
dispersion models conducted independently by U.S. EPA, Oregon DEQ, and the Port of Portland. The
modeling results from the three models were in close agreement (0.00647, 0.00331, and 0.00405
ug/m3) and well below the lead NAAQS and ABC.
While modeling and monitoring data are below health based levels, there is general agreement that lead
should be eliminated from piston aviation fuel. The FAA has established a program and performance
metric to make available in 2018 an unleaded replacement fuel for leaded aviation gasoline that is
usable by most GA aircraft. The program includes developing ASTM specification, airworthiness
certification, engine testing and certification, aircraft testing and certification, and feasibility
assessment.
An FAA fact sheet with frequently asked questions is provided below.
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(Continued Below)
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Contact:

Miki Barnes
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